There are four basic elements operating in every action related to success, power and money. These elements are also the crucial ingredients within the law of attraction, behind its application and justifying its success. For anything that we choose to achieve in life we must understand how these elements interfere with reality and among themselves. When Buddha and many other Prophets stated that reality is only an illusion they were at the same time explaining that only these elements are real. We may observe the material world but not the invisible elements composing it. They are Individuality, Intuition, Inspiration and Energy. The secret of life is based on the 3 Is directed by E. In other words, power, wealth and success, need an individual purpose, a guided intuition, an inspired act and a directed energy to reach their goal. However, this energy can be either positive or negative, and this is what defines results within our life. This positive and negative energy transforms our soul and is the root of our karmic experience. To know how all these...

Reviews

This book is definitely worth acquiring. I have go through and so i am certain that i will likely to read through again again in the future. Its been printed in an exceptionally basic way in fact it is only after i finished reading this publication in which actually altered me, change the way in my opinion.

-- Andres Bashirian

Comprehensive guide for publication fanatics. This really is for all who statte there had not been a well worth reading through. I discovered this ebook from my dad and i encouraged this book to find out.

-- Lacy Goldner